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Keynoter Presentations Networking Location Cost

Respondents were asked to rank these items.  Some respondents instead rated them on a 5-point scale.

3.4 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.0

2. Most valuable aspects of conference

Coaching, personalized training, AI and machine learning, Lego Serious Play

Comradery; comfortable learning experiuence; pleasant, warm, accommodating APCDA Board Members

Ease of travel, safety, opportunity to meet and learn.

Excellent Keynote Speakers

Explain my idea to others.  Networking.  Learning knowledge and know different culture.  

Global context - hearing from colleagues in neighboring countries

Great people- organizing team!

Industry 4.0, high tech high touch, Storytelling with system thinking 

Knowing this family of career development.  Very pleased I was found.

KOTO was awesome

KOTO was incredible. Generates ideas, inspires me in my work with international students, builds my network of 

contacts abroad, learn of visa laws in other countries.

Learning about what other  practioners are doing

Meeting many networks around the world - even far from distance.  Getting a glimpse of ideas /things that can 

be done differently.  Opportunity to experience another culture and country.

Networking

Networking

Networking with professionals

Networking, learning, very thankful to the organizers, volunteerrs, Marilyn, and everyone in APCDA

Networking.  Excellent organization and volunteers.

Networking.  Many inspiration.

Netwroking with other professionals and sharing the challenges & joys of Career Counseling. 

Presentations

Some of the sharings on new ideas and tools.

Spoilt for choice for sessions

The concept of Industrial Revolution 4.0

The concept of Industry 4.0 (presenter from Japan)

The information of Industry 4.0

To get to know people from different parts of the world.
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Topics on Aging Workforce

Updates and sharing from the speakers & participants. Networking opportunities.

When the presenter shared "actionable" experience instead of theoretical framework. Experiencing the 

activities.

3. Desired future improvements

20 minute sessions are too short.

Certificate of Attendance for all attendees in digital form

Create explicit tracks of what is research and what is a best practice in the program.

Fewer breakout sessions of better quality.

Focus on more practical outcomes/success factors

I hope there will be more empirical research.

Label the rooms with the title and speaker name.  Some contents of presentations are repetitive - can be more 

focused to the theme.

More engaging panel discussions

More information  about local area.

More selective on program topics - felt like too many choices.   Tracks for research / scholarly vs. best practices 

programs would be great.

Nothing

Organisation of the breakout session.  Should have an online registration system to ensure every sesion consist 

of enough attendance.

Pick a city that does not require visas to get in

please arrange nicer shuttle bus and accomodation suggestions.

Proximity to conference center - transport

Short unfreezing activities / Games

Thank you for all the effort and sacrifices. Great coordinating job.

The admin procedure should be more clear;  the lunch; the price should be lower

Use some gamification tools (ex. Mentimeter) for social learning. Example: getting audience's input instead of 

speakers waiting for someone to ask questions

Very well run and RMIT team & volunteers fantastic

We have different professionals with different knowledge - perhaps having some topics which are more high 

level for those who have more than basic knowledge.  Clearer abstracts that reflect the detailed descriptions.  

Advise presenters to spend less time 

4. Did your feelings about APCDA change?

Asia context

Everything was great.  I think the event was well-organized. The organizers were really accommodating.
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Felt inspired & motivated.  Networking with the group gave a great opportunity to learn and be enlightened.

It is a great idea to actively invite members, especially newcomers, to join committee meetings. Hope it gets 

people to think about getting more involved and engaged.

Joined!

More of positive feelings over negative ones that compelled me to be a member for the first time.

N/A

No

No

No - glad to be a member.

No.  Could we lower the cost for webinar sessions?

None

The value of material in career development and interaction with the Board of Directors, Interaction and 

encouragement/involvement encouraged me to be a member.

There were senior members that were tactless and not aware that someone around might hear their negative 

comments for APCDA.  Overall I love APCDA forever.

5. What would make you feel more connected?

Being updated via email/digital form

Briefings, webinars

email

Good! Thank you!

I already enjoy the correspondence  that is sent out.  Webinars are fantastic. Thank you.

Meet-ups where possible between members. 

Networking opportunities

Newsletter

Newsletter

Newsletter, Emails and Webinar.  

Peer engagement/sharing

please support connections by a nicer cellphone app.

Professional Development webinars and emails.

Regular communication via email, social media, & Instagram

The App could be better used apart from just notifications.  During the longer lunch break, perhaps having 

networking sessions on specific topics would allow delegates to mingle and share ideas/collaborate.

The poster session is good for participants' communication and exchange the ideas of career development

Virtual meet-ups with members on best practices.
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Volunteering on some activities

6. Willing to volunteer

Membership, Newsletter, Professional Development, Ha Nguyen, hanguyen0214@gmail.com

Membership, Sandy Tan, sandy.tan@taylors.edu.my

Newsletter.  Program., Rose Devaraj, rosed@sunway.edu.my

Program Committee, Nila Urrea, nilavurrea@gmail.com
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